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fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography combined with computed tomography (18F-FDG PET/CT) in detecting locoregional recurrence of oesophageal squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) after surgery. A retrospective analysis of 28 patients (24 men, 4 women; mean age, 62.2±8.2
years) with confirmed locoregional recurrence of OSCC who underwent 18F-FDG PET/CT for detection of recurrent disease. 18F-FDG PET/CT examination was performed in the following time intervals after surgery: interval I, within 6 months of surgery; interval II, after 6 months but before 1

year; and interval III, after 1 year. 18F-FDG PET/CT images of interval I were assessed with respect to the findings obtained in interval III. The findings in intervals II and III served as the reference standard in comparison with findings in interval I. In addition to these findings, we analysed
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warnings when building with parameters My project has been compiled using different combination of Compiler and Compiler
Flags. The code compiles fine, but the warning level is set to "4" for compilation and "4" for linking. Is there a way to

suppress xcode warnings for the non relevant line of code? This is the warning which can be ignored: warning: ignoring
unknown command line option '-ObjC' A: In the target editor, open the Build Settings. Goto the section "Other C Flags" and
add -Wno-unknown-command-line-option... The actual command-line options are listed under the section "Command Line" )

else: if len(self.blocks) > 1: yield self.blocks[0].start() else: yield self.blocks[0] for start_block in self.blocks[1:]: for x in
start_block.generate(n, start
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1, "author" : "xcode" } }Q: Grails/GORM SELECT without WITH I'm currently experiencing a problem with getting data from

the database. I managed to do it with a simple select query in GORM: def get() { def u = User.get(1); def result = u.emailList;
return [result] } The problem is that in my case I have a list of groups that I need to limit by the user's role, but after some

research I came up with this: def getGroups(User u, int membersCount) { def result = User.findAllByRole(u.roleId,
membersCount); return result; } Is there a way to use a method defined in user domain class for this purpose? I tried to add
USING '+' but it still won't work. A: You don't actually need to change your method to accept multiple User objects for it to

work - just call findAll and pass in the groupId to get only that
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